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Details of Visit:

Author: Bigman
Location 2: Broad Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 10 Dec 2002 2:30pm
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Charlotte
Website: http://www.classinabasque.co.uk
Phone: 07980970432
Notes: Formerly worked in Central London

The Premises:

Very clean modern flat near city centre. For a non-local it was very easy to find - with Charlottes
directions - and I felt perfectly safe in the area.
The only negative I could possibly pick upon was the lack of my favourite accessory - a full-length
mirror in the bedroom to observe proceedings from another angle (Hope Charlotte reads this and
takes note )

The Lady:

Difficult to say anything that's not been said by countless satisfied punters before. Charlotte is
probably early forties but honestly none of you seeking a girl around 28-35 should be put off - she'll
easily beat the majority of that age group hands down as far as sheer fitness of figure , looks and
general attractiveness is concerned. Yeah she may be "cosmetically enhanced" but the end result is
a body that is just superb. Petite and incredibly well shaped - guess 34DD- 23-34 ish around 5'5" to
5'6" with slightly longer than shoulder length blonde hair blue eyes a gorgeous rounded arse and a
great friendly personality - what a package. Rumour has it a website is in the offing so hopefully you
doubters will be able to confirm that the reports are true before you visit.

The Story:

HAving been a contributor for some time I couldn't fail to notice the number of reviews this lady has
had and vowed that if I ever made it to Brum she'd be on my lists of "Must see". Finally the chance
arose - and better still it looks like I mught be up there a few times again soon !. So having made
contact I arrived at her flat eagerly awaiting our first encounter.

Charlotte buzzed me into her flat and as I entered I got my first look at her decked out in a little
black dress and high sandals. Immediately i warmed to her friendly nature and she later remarked
that it felt like we had known each other for quite some time - something I always consider a great
result for a first appointment.

Anyhow as we chatted Charlotte removed the dress to reveal herself clad in a black lace basque
and proceeded to put on stockings to match as I watched (with a stupid grin on my face no doubt!)
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Charlotte then helped me remove my clothing and laid me face down on the bed before giving me a
nice gentle massage - with her attention gradually moving to my arse and balls where I could feel
stirrings commencing!

Having rolled over Charlotte continued the massage and enquired about Oral - as readers of
previous FRs of mine will know I tend to excuse myself on a first visit because I generally get "over
excited" - I explained this to Charlotte and suggested that she lay as i massaged her. This was
agreed and after some debate she lay on her FRONT as I massaged her BACK (Private joke). My
eyes were caught by her pert arse which I made sure was well attended to then I slowly released
the basque clips to gain access to her back before Charlotte rolled over and slipped the basque
away to reveal her gorgeous breasts. I know some of you don't approve of surgical enhancement
but as far as I'm concerned those guys have done a great job on Charlotte.

After much kissing and fondling I suggested that Charlotte may like to receive some oral herself -
which she readily agred to - and as I nibbled , kissed and generally enjoyed myself Charlotte
somehow contrived to massage my balls and cock with her stockinged feet ! That's a first for me but
one I definitely look forward to repeating.

After a while Charlotte insisted on at least giving me a little O and having slipped on a condom
proceeded to sit cross legged and lean over me to take my increasingly hard cock into her mouth .
Boy did I have to work hard to hold on !

The home stretch was now in sight and as I lay on my back Charlotte straddled me as I took
another mouthful of her gorgeous globes and pumped away inside her before the final explosion
within!

WOW !!! - was she worth the wait - damn right

Will I return to Birmingham ? - try and stop me - and I'm sure you can all guess where I'm heading
first!! Just hope that Charlotte gets herself down to IKEA and buys herself a nice big mirror
beforehand !
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